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MAIN ENTRANCE PATHWAY

EXISTING GRANITIC SAND PERIMETER PATHWAY

TIMBER RETAINING WALL

TIMBER DECK VIEWING AREA
CENTRAL BASKETBALL COURT WITH SUPERGRAPHIC

EXISTING CONNECTION/ENTRANCE FROM MCLEANS RD SHADE TREES; EUCALPYTUS & BANKSIA

SETTLEMENT RD BUS STOP

NEW CARPARKING (INCL. DDA PARKING)

Irrigated, high-value recreational lawn area to be shared between the 
Kindergarten and Youth Space/park-wide users for small local events, 
kick-to-kick or passive recreation.

A timber seating deck intersects with the boundary of the basketball 
court. It allows passive viewing of the court, whether for social 
basketball games or events. 

A shelter sits above the timber seating deck (#11), providing 
immediate amenity for the basketball court and surrounds. The form 
and materiallity matches the headland wall in a call-and-response 
dialogue.

Eucalyptus sideroxylon & Banksia intergrifolia is planted on mass 
replacing all failed trees. Large shade trees interspersed with 
blackened and gnarled trunks through the understory. 

Blackened timber strips, with inset LED progammable lighting and 
possible artwork intergration, clad an elliptical retaining wall. It forms 
a balustrade for those on the hill, and a dominant visual gesture for 
those at ground level along the Settlement Rd frontage. 

A irrigated, high-value grassed hill faces North, capturing sun. The 
slope rises from ground level along the granitic sand, to +4.000m at 
its peak (along #10, see below). The hill provides a vantage point over 
the entirety of the youth space. 

A timber deck pathway diverges from the main concrete path around 
a significant existing Eucalyptus, leading to a small timber seating 
deck. The seating deck is the reward of taking the divergent path, a 
secluded, reflective and personable seating area. 

A wide, central pathway draws visitors from the busy Settlement Rd 
/ McLeans Rd intersection into the centre of the path. The dominant 
frontage is punctured by entrance planting, before tapering to human 
scaled granitic sand paths. 

Full-size basketball court for social, non-competition use. The extent 
of the court serves a full court whilst being integrated into the youth 
space. This can be a space for small music and other local events. 
Surface graphic will not reinforce singular active ball sports use.

CENTRAL GRANITIC SAND PATHWAY

TIMBER SEATING DECK & PERFORMANCE SPACE

YOUTH SPACE SHELTER

SEATING DECK & PERFORMANCE SPACE

CENTRAL IRRIGATED RECREATIONAL LAWN

EXISTING SIGNIFICANT TREES
BLUESTONE PAVER PERIMETER PATHWAY

NORTH FACING GRASS EMBANKMENT

MCLEANS ROAD KINDERGARTEN REDEVELOPMENT

SETTLEMENT ROAD

MCLEANS ROADNORRIS BANK 
YOUTH SPACE
SETTLEMENT RD, 
BUNDOORA, VICTORIA
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